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ABSTRACT
The increased adoption of smart home cameras (SHCs) foregrounds
issues of surveillance, power, and privacy in homes and neighborhoods. However, questions remain about how people are currently
using these devices to monitor and surveil, what the benefits and
limitations are for users, and what privacy and security tensions
arise between primary users and other stakeholders. We present
an empirical study with 14 SHC users to understand how these
devices are used and integrated within everyday life. Based on semistructured qualitative interviews, we investigate users’ motivations,
practices, privacy concerns, and social negotiations. Our findings
highlight the SHC as a perceptually powerful and spatially sensitive
device that enables a variety of surveillant uses outside of basic
home security—from formally surveilling domestic workers, to casually spying on neighbors, to capturing memories. We categorize
surveillant SHC uses, clarify distinctions between primary and nonprimary users, and highlight under-considered design directions
for addressing power imbalances among primary and non-primary
users.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Variously referred to as smart products, connected devices, and
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, the range and quantity of
networked, internet-connected, and data-driven things appears
to expand daily. While today we have smart speakers, watches,
doorbells, locks, and televisions, tomorrow we may find ourselves
regularly interacting with smart kitchens, sidewalks [59], showers,
and toilets [98]. These technologies may provide us better ways
of living, working, playing, creating, and caring for others. Their
use, however, also accompanies a myriad of privacy concerns, security vulnerabilities, and potentials for bias and discrimination
(e.g., [22, 94, 138]) that are still emergent, evolving, and woefully
unresolved. Prior work has provided qualitative empirical studies
of smart devices in general [25, 32, 77, 90] and of specific sensing
devices—including smart speakers [6, 14, 16] and activity trackers [75, 91, 93]. In this paper, we focus on one device that has not
yet been given this same level of focused, qualitative, and designoriented investigation: standalone consumer smart home cameras
(SHCs).
Smart home cameras are one of the most popular and growing
categories of consumer smart home and automation products. Often these devices are marketed as smart home security cameras
or surveillance cameras. However, these devices are also marketed
and used as more than devices for deterring or catching intruders.
For example, Google Nest and Amazon Ring promotional materials
depict use cases for watching pets, monitoring packages, and greeting guests (Figure 1). A Nest marketing campaign even created an
official award contest, dubbed “The Nesties,” that invited users to
submit funny and awe-inspiring video clips for award categories
such as “Best Dog in a Lead Role” [27]. These marketing materials
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suggest benefits that extend beyond conventional home security
and into the realms of entertainment, productivity, social media,
and meaning-making.
Our research seeks to understand how people actually use smart
cameras, and whether these uses align or diverge with promoted
use cases. We see hints of a variety of uses extending beyond conventional home security across social media, market research, and
news reporting. In popular culture, such clips occasionally go viral
and are reported in news media—such as a heartwarming video of a
young trick-or-treater filling an empty Halloween bowl with candy
for other children [82] or a video of a housecat successfully scaring off a coyote [63]. Alongside heartwarming and jaw-dropping
smart home camera videos, these devices have also reportedly been
used to spy, prank, threaten, and abuse (e.g., [21]). Somewhere in
between these two extremes, prior market research suggests many
people use SHCs to watch pets, guests, and family members [139].
In the future, there is every reason to expect that we will see more
smart cameras. Unit sales for “smart home surveillance cameras”
are expected to grow from 54 million in 2018 to 120 million in 2023
[1], a total that excludes devices with similar functionality such as
baby monitors, action cameras, and smart camera capabilities built
into smartphones and other devices. In 2016, SHCs generated more
retail revenue than any other home automation category and were
the most common entry point to the smart home market [139].
Smart home cameras are an inherently surveillant technology
that can be used to monitor, track, and record other people, often
with little awareness or consent. Beyond simply recording video
or audio, machine learning (ML) and other forms of image, video,
and audio analytics enable SHCs to infer insightful and revealing
information such as recognizing motion, people, faces, animals,
vehicles, and noises including breaking glass and smoke alarms.
Beyond consumer SHCs specifically, digital imaging and video
analytics technologies are seen as one of the most transformative
emerging technologies with applications that include driverless
cars, predictive policing, patient monitoring, and neuromarketing.
Many cultural flashpoints emanate from these technologies, notably
concerns with facial recognition technology and implicit biases
[36]. While not the direct focus of this study, this broader array of
applications and issues provides additional motivation for our work,
as our study may shed secondary insights into design opportunities,
limitations, and concerns regarding smart cameras and image/video
analytics more generally.
Against this backdrop, we present findings from 14 qualitative
interviews with smart home camera users in the United States
about their uses and experiences with these devices. Our study is
motivated by the following questions:
• Q1. How and why do people use SHCs? SHC promotional
materials and market research suggest that people use SHCs
for reasons beyond deterring intruders including monitoring pets, kids, and family [130, 139] (and see Figure 1). Our
study set out to determine if these and other such uses are
occurring or not, and why.
• Q2. What, if any, concerns do SHC users have with regards to privacy, security, trust, and control of these
devices? Prior research finds that many consumer smart
home device users generally express high degrees of trust in
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manufacturers and service providers to protect their privacy
and security [137], even as these remain a critical concern
for researchers, policymakers, and governments.
• Q3. How are people using SHCs in relation to others—
including the monitoring or surveilling of family,
neighbors, guests, workers, and passersby? Prior research has found tensions between primary and secondary
users of some smart devices [80], including perspectives of
bystanders [133] and usees [11]. Our study is designed to
better understand how primary users relate to other subjects
affected by their SHCs. To a lesser degree, our study also
directly investigates the perspectives of non-primary users
affected by SHCs.
• Q4. How might we approach the design of SHCs and
similar technologies to better address the needs of
both primary users who own and operate these devices, and other people who are surveilled and otherwise affected by these devices? Current usable privacy and security approaches focus on notice-and-consent
[114, 115] and individual user interface controls (e.g., [2]).
Yet both have been shown to have significant limitations,
as privacy policies are rarely read and security warnings
are often ignored. These approaches are even less applicable
when considering bystanders and usees who, by definition,
have limited, if any control of the system.
This paper thus makes three core contributions across HCI and
interaction design, and their intersections with discourses of data
privacy, security, trust, surveillance, and power. First, we provide
qualitative descriptions of SHC users’ motivations for adopting
the devices, and their actual uses and levels of comfort with these
surveillant technologies to support a variety of everyday activities.
Second, based on our findings we contribute two sets of concepts to
aid designers and researchers with studying and improving SHCs
and similar technologies. We highlight the need to treat smart
cameras and other spatially sensitive and perceptually powerful
technologies differently because their capabilities inherently extend
across large areas and distances, and inevitably affect the privacy
and security of other stakeholders. Regarding SHC and smart device users, we clarify important distinctions between primary and
non-primary users, and between frontend and backend users. Nonprimary users—such as housemates, neighbors, domestic workers,
or passersby—may interact with SHCs but do so with comparatively
limited awareness, consent, and control compared to the primary
users who own and operate them. Adding a second layer to this distinction, a backend user—such as a company or hacker—accesses a
smart device that is owned and operated by a primary frontend user,
who is oblivious to or only peripherally aware of the backend user
and their uses (e.g., selling their data to third-party advertisers).
These distinctions are indispensable in clarifying the stakeholders and stakes involved in the complex network of interactions
surrounding SHCs and always-on devices.
Finally, we contribute a set of design insights and opportunities
informed by the preceding contributions. At a basic level, we foreground a core ethical design dilemma: how—and to what extent—to
support the needs and desires of primary users (and paying customer) in ways that are not invasive and harmful to non-primary
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users. While this dilemma represents a complex, wicked problem
[104] that defies any clear solution, we outline several promising
and under-considered directions for future design activity, including non-primary user side controls, shared and negotiated controls,
and latent interactive controls and safeguards.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our study sits at the intersection of four areas: (1) consumer IoT and
smart home devices, (2) privacy, security, and surveillance studies,
(3) design research, and (4) what some have recently referred to as
FATE: fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics in artificial
intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and data science.

2.1

Related Empirical Studies in IoT

Recent work has empirically studied how people use a range of IoT
devices, including voice assistants and smart speakers [6, 14, 16],
smart home automation [25, 32, 77, 90], home resource management
tools [132], and experimental design prototypes [53, 127]. Other
related areas of study include telepresence [73, 103] and video
communication [23, 85]. IoT researchers have also notably studied
issues of privacy and security [136, 137] in the context of Internet
connected toys [89] and smart speakers [80, 86]. Some researchers
have evaluated privacy perspectives with existing and novel camera
technologies. For instance, Machuletz et al. discuss how the use
of integrated webcam covers is dependent on user’s attitudes and
perceived control over maintaining their privacy [85]. Hoyle et al.
also examine how wearable camera users weigh factors such as
time and location to manage their privacy and to determine the
sensitivity of footage captured on their lifelogging device [69].
Other empirical studies with IoT have specifically analyzed
surveillance technologies. For instance, Kozubaev et al.’s work
with smart technology in public housing addresses the effects
of surveillance cameras in semi-public spaces, and they discuss
how surveillance technologies can further exacerbate racial and
economic inequalities [78]. Some have critically studied carceral
surveillance technologies and individuals living under state surveillance [76, 97, 107, 121]. In [97], Owens et al.’s investigation on
the surveillance of communication with family members of incarcerated people reveals participants’ varied understandings of the
extent that they are being surveilled by certain technologies, such
as cameras for monitoring in-person visitation. They also assess
participants’ privacy concerns, attitudes, and assumptions amidst
increased surveillance (highlighting the relational consequences of
increased forms of monitoring and surveillance like location tracking, for example). Under admittedly different contexts, we explore
similar concepts regarding users’ assumptions and dynamic privacy
dependencies with the smart camera as a surveillance technology.
We further consider how commercial applications of pervasive technology systems afford increasing surveillance uses by creating a
panoptic gaze through enabling novel sensing mechanisms.
Researchers have additionally investigated smart home and consumer IoT technologies with an eye toward the effects of surveillance on nearby others. Prior work has pointed to potentially invasive effects of common smart sensing devices on bystanders
[48, 133] and non-primary users [80, 102]. Other work has studied
bystander privacy in public spaces with phones and smart glasses
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[41, 113] and with drones [134]. For example, with augmented
reality glasses, bystanders express an interest in mechanisms for
blocking recording and for supporting permission negotiations [41].
Likewise, bystanders’ reactions to publicly being recorded are dependent on multiple factors, such as their gender, surroundings,
and what activity is captured [113]. And as smart technologies
blend the boundaries of public and private distinctions in the home
[33, 67], it is further necessary to understand bystander privacy in
domestic environments.

2.2

Power Dynamics and Ethical Tensions

As such, IoT studies find privacy tensions arise between primary and
non-primary users, and foreground unequal access and conflicting
interests [33, 136]. In the context of smart speakers and home voice
assistants, Lau et al. [80] discuss privacy tensions between users
and incidental users of smart devices placed in common communal
areas such as the living room. Pierce’s design inquiry unpacks similar tensions in smart home cameras, highlighting “hole-and-corner”
applications in which users’ data and interactions are downplayed
to them [101]. This can lead to harmful and controversial uses, as
Pierce describes in a speculative scenario with emotion tracking regulation for nannies, and is aligned with other work that addresses
how abusers can exploit digital technologies in intimate partner
violence contexts [47, 81]. Additionally, recent work highlights a
need to study privacy and security practices and experiences of
diverse and vulnerable users, including children [89], Airbnb guests
[87], older adults [18, 40, 48], and subjects of cyber harassment,
domestic violence, and hate speech [13, 20, 34, 47, 88]. While work
in privacy and security has begun to address the privacy needs of
different populations (e.g., [44, 66, 105, 109, 128]), such understandings are still nascent, incomplete and, in many cases, have not been
translated into adequate solutions and recommendations.
More generally, a broader discourse concerning the ethics of
IoT, AI, and surveillance has emerged within HCI and sciencetechnology-society (STS), among other adjacent fields. With regards to privacy and security, scholars have theorized ways of understanding threats and harms of digital data in terms of contextual
integrity [94], surveillance capitalism [138], racialized surveillance
[22], and the effects of digitizing video surveillance [60]. Sociotechnical scholars discuss notions of governmentality, accountability,
and ethics with algorithmic [8, 54, 79] , smart sensing [35, 58] and
cloud-based systems [7, 70]. Furthermore, the data-driven and pervasive modes of computing that are central to IoT can obscure
legibility to its users. Recent efforts for open and fair IoT data literacy [38, 49] raise concern about the pervasive connectivity of IoT
devices, and how IoT can amplify challenges related to privacy and
ethics [17, 35, 111]. A prominent line of STS and cultural studies
scholarship has challenged scientific and engineering understandings of data as objective or neutral, describing instead how it may
be uncertain [15, 43, 62], heterogenous [5, 42], and local [84].

2.3

Studies Involving Home Security Cameras

Various research on home surveillance and internet-connected cameras have prefigured many frontiers for today’s complex smart camera interactions. For example, prior work with internet-connected
home security cameras and smart locks suggests ways to alleviate
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potential privacy concerns from teens and parents through outsourcing the auditing of home entry data logs to companies or
through technology-assisted facial recognition features [123]. Early
research directions also explore the concept of sharing camera data
between neighbors [24]. Furthermore, studies with home surveillance cameras reveal how initial anxieties and concerns regarding
privacy gradually wane over time as users become accustomed to
their presence [96]. As the smart camera has since evolved with
robust tracking, sensing, and data sharing capabilities, these features further complicate past findings about the potential ways that
surveillance cameras can affirm or realign power relations within
households and communities.
However, despite the vast empirical research on IoT, surveillance
technologies, and domestic sensing and security devices, our literature review found few examples of qualitative empirical studies
primarily focused on smart home cameras. Ahmad et al. [4] examine
tangible privacy perceptions with non-owners of the Nest security
camera and the Amazon Echo Show, a smart voice assistant with
video sensing capabilities. Their interviews demonstrated a general
uncertainty regarding devices’ on and off states, which can be further complicated with possible tensions of navigating interpersonal
solutions for preserving bystander privacy without tangible feedback that the device may still be recording them. A self-use study
of smart cameras by Pierce et al. [100] identified several prominent trust and controls issues for both primary and non-primary
users, including “not trusting it’s OFF,” “forgetting it’s ON,” and
“lack of control options”—such as unreliable indicator lights, lack of
physical controls, and lack of granular controls. We extend findings
about bystanders’ perceptions of video and audio recording sensing
devices through specifically analyzing primary users’ motivations
and uses across various smart security cameras, in addition to their
perceptions about the social dynamics of operating such devices.
Other empirical investigations with the smart camera examine
its risks alongside other IoT or internet-connected devices [29, 55,
87, 118]. These studies describe the smart camera with respect to
the different power relations that it enables amongst other smart
home devices in the context of families, multi-user home settings,
and in temporary homes between Airbnb hosts and renters. For
example, Chalhoub et al.’s longitudinal analysis of smart systems
highlights how repurposing such technology for other purposes can
lead to potential misuse by exacerbating power imbalances within
households [29]. Mentioning two households who have repurposed
their smart cameras for entertainment, parenting, and streaming
uses, they discuss how a loss of control and debates over ownership
of video footage can arise between different family members.
Likewise, researchers have described different methods for confronting or diffusing these power dynamics through how such technologies novel interpretations and feminist orientations [68, 118].
At the company level, researchers find that one goal of smart device
designers is to ensure that the technologies like smart cameras
are not perceived as “creepy” or “intrusive” [28]. Some of these
emerging design potentials, including dystopian provocations of
surveillance in smart cameras, have been explored through design
research approaches such as design inquiry [101] and research
through design (RtD) [102, 120, 127].
As a result, our study calls attention to the standalone smart
camera as a unique form of IoT that requires dedicated analysis.
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Specifically, our contributions of different surveillance categories
and power asymmetries complement related work with understanding complex social dynamics surrounding IoT devices, from intrahousehold relationships to smart home companies. Furthermore,
although privacy and security represent a focus of our study, it is
not the sole focus. We seek to more broadly understand the various
uses and experiences of these increasingly popular, pervasive, and
potentially invasive devices. And while our work is informed by
and directed towards HCI design research and RtD, our research
adopts a qualitative empirical approach to investigate user experiences and practices, along with social tensions and power dynamics,
connected to the consumer smart home camera.

3

METHODS

We conducted semi-structured interviews over Zoom (with 1 inperson interview) with 14 geographically and experientially diverse
smart home camera users in the United States. This study was approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board, and participants gave formal consent to participating in our study before
engaging in the interview. Interviews were 60-90 minutes each,
and participants were compensated $50. In these semi-structured
interviews, we asked participants about their experiences, thoughts,
and current practices with smart cameras. We discussed their use
cases, mental models, household dynamics, and other factors they
consider when interacting with cameras. With each participant,
we conducted a device tour—either virtually or, in one case, inperson—where participants walked us through the different smart
cameras in their home, discussing the reasons why they obtained
the cameras, where they placed them, and how they used them.
Beforehand, we asked participants to send us photographs of their
devices in context (in lieu of any potential technical difficulties
with conducting the device tour over Zoom). After, we probed further about participants’ data practices, assumptions, and privacy
practices. Examples of interview questions include: “What kinds of
information do you collect through or with this device?”, “Have you
ever shared videos or information from your camera with others? If
so, what did you share and why?”, “What do you do when guests or
others come over?”, and “Have you ever had an argument over the
device? With neighbors, family members, or others?”.

3.1

Study Participants

We recruited participants from across the United States through
social media posts, online forums, and email lists such as posts on
smart home camera subreddits and Craigslist. We selected participants based on criteria from our screener survey. We generally
sought participants with more than one camera, and with variance
across several categories including age, race, number of cameras,
living situation, location (rural versus urban), level of engagement
(casual users, new users, sustained users, power users), and variety
and regularity of reported uses. Our investigation also included two
non-primary users—users who interacted with SHCs, but who did
not directly install the cameras themselves. We provide an overview
of our participants in Table 1.
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Table 1: Overview of participants, cameras, and their households

a
b

ID

Cameras
owned

# of
SHCs

Other Household
Members

Location
(self-described)

Ethnicity
(selfdescribed)

Age

Gender

Individual
Income Level

P1

Wyze Cam,
Google Nest
Cam

2

2 (Parents, ages 80
& 70)

Small city, middle
of urban and
suburban

Asian

37

Male

$50-$100k

P2

Wyze Cam;
Ring floodlight
Cam

2

1 (Spouse)

Densely populated
suburb

White

30

Male

$100-$150k

P3

Nest outdoor
security Cam

1

1 (Mother, age 43)

Suburban

Black

19

Female

$50-100k

P4

4 Wyze Cams,
Ring doorbell,
Wisenet
security Cam

6

2 (Husband, age 62;
Daughter, age 36)

Suburban

N/A

59

Female

N/A

P5

Google Nest
Cams

4

3

Big city

Black/African
American

33

Male

$100-150k

P6 a

N/A

N/A

1 (age 31)

Big city/ Suburban

White

25

Female

$50-100k

P7

Nest Cam

1

1 (age 29)

Suburban

White

64

Female

P8

Wyze Cams
∼8, Nest
Doorbell Cam

8

2 (1 adult, mid-30s;
1, age 8)

Suburban

N/A

35

Female

Prefer not to
share
Prefer not to
share

P9

2 Ring Cams

2

2 (age 35; age 3)

Suburban

Hispanic

36

Male

$50-100k

P10

2 Ring
Doorbell Cams,
3 Ring Stick
Up Cams

5

5 (ages 71, 45, 12,
12, 12)

Midsize to larger
city

Hispanic white

46

Female

$50-100k

P11

2 Amcrest, 17
Eufy, 16 Lorex,

5

4

Rural

White

41

Male

$100-150k

P12

Google Nest
Cam IQ Indoor

1

Big city

African
American

27

Female

$50-100k

P13

Carson

1b

3 (Husband, aged
30; Caregiver, age
25; Child, age 3)
n/a (lives alone)

Urban

Black

31

Female

$10-50k

P14

Samsung

1

3 (ages 16, 13, 54)

Urban

Black

36

Female

Below $10k

This participant does not own smart cameras but is surveilled by them at work, as a delivery driver, and at home by her neighbors.
This smart home camera was installed in her apartment building.
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3.2

Analysis

Data analysis was an ongoing, iterative process throughout the
course of the study. Field notes were reviewed immediately following an interview and tentative insights and themes noted in
reflective field logs and memos [57]. The team met periodically to
debrief, share notes, and generate and record tentative themes.
We transcribed all our interviews using the transcription service
Temi. Following transcription, we conducted analysis according to
a modified grounded theory coding scheme, overall employing an iterative process of searching for emergent patterns and themes [92].
Once we had completed all interviews, we began by initially coding
data according to emergent themes and guided by our memos. We
then refined and organized these codes according to larger thematic categories. More specifically, we first focused on clustering
participant descriptions of their SHCS uses and later, by emergent
overarching categories (e.g., “gaining a better view”, “spotting animals”, “keeping an eye on kids”, “watching over loved ones”). After
solidifying these initial categories, we iteratively coded transcript
data to eventually arrive at high-level themes, including categories
of use, surveillance, trust, and concern for others. Writing and sharing the themes within our research team constituted a final stage
in our analysis.
During the course of this study, we also reviewed hundreds of
product instructional and promotional images (see Figure 1), monitored our local Ring Neighbors and Nextdoor social media apps
(where users frequently share and request video footage pertaining
to incidents such as minor trespassing, stalking, burglaries, and
package thieves, also known as “porch pirates”). We also purchased,
used, and familiarized ourselves with several smart cameras, including the Nest Indoor, Nest IQ Indoor, Wyze Indoor, Yi Indoor,
Amazon Ring doorbell, and Blink smart home cameras.

4

STUDY BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

Here, we present an overview of smart cameras and our study
findings. To aid the reader in contextualizing our findings, we offer
a short primer on the form, function, and operation of the SHC
products used by our participants. While these features represent
the “state of the art” at the time of this study, it is important to
note that the functional offerings of these and related devices will
continue to expand significantly—particularly with regards to object
recognition capabilities (e.g., “animal seen” and “package removed”
alerts). Following this guide, we then outline a high-level summary
of the various key concepts from our findings, including various
categories of SHC use and everyday surveillance.

4.1

Product Onboarding: A Short Guide to
Smart Home Cameras

Smart home cameras offer users a variety of novel features, the most
common of which include cloud recording, cloud-based video histories and timelines, smart alerts with motion detection, real-time
video and audio feeds, and two-way voice intercom communication. Some SHCs offer motion detection, object detection, person
detection, and facial recognition features that identify familiar and
unfamiliar faces. Additionally, some SHCs allow users to set activity
zones to focus these filters on specific areas, while ignoring others.
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In contrast to older video security surveillance technologies,
SHCs are supported by cloud-based applications that enable live
video feeds, automated monitoring, and simplified review and storage capabilities. A paid subscription upgrade is often required to
unlock some of these features. The unique cloud components and
intelligent detection features of SHCs increase the functionality of
home security cameras by providing the ability for users to monitor different facets of their environment through a smartphone
app and receive automated notifications when events like motion
or unfamiliar faces are detected. One major advertised value of
SHCs are relevant activity notifications, such as a person making a
loud noise, thus relieving users of a need to constantly monitor or
painstakingly review hours of video footage.
SHCs exist in a variety of form factors, including indoor, outdoor,
and doorbell cameras. Others include Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) features
that integrate with motion detection (e.g., the Wyze Cam Pan), and
anthropomorphic, decorative, or camouflaged camera housings (See
Figure 2, lower right, for an example of a camera decorated with a
hat). Most are distinguished by their small and sleek design, often
blending into the environment (Figure 1).

4.2

Findings Overview

We organize our findings into three sections. First, we describe how
and why participants use smart home cameras, with an emphasis
on the range of uses and motivations. We then extend these findings
to characterize them as surveillant uses. See Table 2 for a summary
table of the various key categories of use and surveillance we identify. Finally, we refine our analysis of surveillance by reporting on
types of asymmetric user relations we uncovered with significant
implications for privacy, security, trust, and power: frontend versus
backend uses, and primary versus non-primary users.

5

MORE THAN CAMERAS, MORE THAN
HOME SECURITY DEVICES: HOW
PRIMARY USERS ARE USING SMART
HOME CAMERAS

In this section, we describe the range of smart home camera uses reported by participants. We find that while many users were initially
attracted to smart home security cameras for a specific use—often
through specific home safety or security applications—all participants reported using these devices in multiple ways to support a
wide range of everyday activities. Commonly described conventional home security and safety applications included catching and
deterring intruders, thieves, vandals, and negligent caretakers, as
well as providing general “peace of mind” (P4), “just in case anything suspicious happens” (P9). While most participants cited these
types of conventional home security and safety applications as an
initial, and often primary, motivations for adopting SHCs, all participants mentioned engaging in many additional activities with their
SHCs such as checking in on pets, greeting and receiving guests,
confirming and managing deliveries, keeping an eye on kids, casually spying on neighbors, and reviewing footage of oneself, others,
their home, and their neighborhood out of curiosity or without a
clear, singular aim.
To better understand this range of uses, we identify several general smart camera capabilities that surfaced across participants, and
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Figure 1: Example SHC products, features, and marketing depictions. Top row: Several popular brands of smart cameras used
by participants in our study, including the Eufy outdoor camera, Wyze indoor camera, Google Nest and Amazon Ring doorbell
cameras, and the Wyze Cam Pan, which can be rotated remotely from the app. Middle row: Several popular and innovative
SHC features, like the timeline history view, activity zones, live feed, and smart alerts—all accessed via the manufacturer’s
smartphone app. Bottom row: Several official promotional images portraying various marketed use cases indoors, with kids,
pets, babies, package deliverers, guests, funny moments (a child attempting to steal a piece of cake), and outdoors.
which enable HCI researchers and designers to better understand
the full extent to which individuals use these systems. First, we
identify cameras as extended sensory perception devices, based
on the basic capabilities participants described using. We then report four additional, action-oriented categories of use enabled by
this extended sensory perception: behavioral deterring, communicating, documenting, and device actuating. We conclude by
describing some of the latent perceptual, actional, and affective
effects of smart home cameras, namely avoiding SHC sensor fields,
feeling pressure from SHC surveillance, and acclimating to SHC
surveillance.

5.1

Smart Home Cameras as Extended Sensory
Perception Devices

Below, we present several examples depicting how participants
commonly use smart home cameras to extend their ‘naked’ sensory perception [71] of their surroundings. In these sections, we
first discuss several directed modes of extended sensory perception,
wherein individuals monitor camera data with a relatively clear
intention or expected outcome. We report on three sets of directed
engagement: anticipatory monitoring, focal monitoring, and retrospective review. In contrast to these directed forms of engaging
with SHCs, we also discuss several examples of undirected monitoring and reviewing, in which participants engage with camera
data without a clear or singular purpose. Then, we discuss how
participants describe what we refer to as the mere-potential for
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Figure 2: Examples of participants’ indoor, outdoor, and doorbell smart cameras. The top row of images depicts various indoor
camera placements, and the bottom row depicts outdoor camera placements. Notable images include a camera mounted upside
down on the indoor ceiling, a camera placed among other domestic objects on a bookshelf, and an outdoor camera adorned
with a small, decorative cowboy hat.
Table 2: Summary of Key Categories of Surveillance and Monitoring
Types of extended sensory-perceptual monitoring in smart cameras (see Section 5.1)
Anticipatory monitoring (Watching
over and watching out for)
Focal monitoring (Looking into and
getting perspective)
Retrospective review (Knowing and
evidencing what happened)
Undirected monitoring (Casually
checking, peeking, and spying)

Using smart home camera systems to remotely monitor the environment to watch out for
specific events (e.g., keeping an eye on children elsewhere, being aware if a loved one falls, or
monitoring package deliveries).
Attentively observing live video or audio to actively monitor events (as opposed to
peripherally viewing or momentarily checking footage).
Using the smart camera to review past events to know or evidence what happened. Examples
include traffic accidents, thefts, and trespassing; spotting animals; catching negligence or
abuse; and settling disputes.
Monitoring without a clear or singular instrumental purpose, such as monitoring driven by
curiosity or a desire to connect with others, such as checking on pets and animals or spying
on neighbors.

Types of interpersonal and cross-device actuation uses (see Section 5.2)
SHCs as Behavioral Deterrents
SHCs as Interpersonal Communication
SHCs as Documentation Devices
SHCs as Device Actuation Systems

Using the smart camera to deter harmful, improper, annoying, or illegal behavior.
Communicating with visitors and workers, co-dwellers, or pets with the smart camera.
Documenting smart camera footage for reminiscence, sharing moments, or video requests
(e.g., investigating a hit and run).
Configuring the smart home camera to deliver text or email notifications, or to automatically
capture certain video/audio.

Types of surveillance in smart home cameras (see Section 6)
Deterrent and Regulating Surveillance
Managerial Surveillance
Care-based Surveillance
Diagnostic and Evidentiary Surveillance
Cuing Surveillance
Aesthetic and Atelic Surveillance

Surveillance to deter or regulate behaviors (typically of others).
Surveillance to manage and oversee paid workers, e.g., tradespeople or domestic workers.
Surveilling loved ones to better care for them, or as an outward expression of care.
Surveillance to diagnose the cause or effect of an event, or as evidence (often in conjunction
with deterrent, managerial, or care-based uses).
Surveillance to anticipatorily notify users of events that may require specific action, such as
receiving a package or greeting a guest.
Surveillance because it is intriguing, beautiful, shocking (aesthetic surveillance); and/or
without a clear instrumental purpose (atelic surveillance)
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Figure 3: Examples of P8’s anticipatory monitoring of her child (left) and doorway (right).
monitoring, and mere-potential reviewing to achieve desirable outcomes (e.g., having “peace of mind” or feeling in control of their
home).
5.1.1 Anticipatory Monitoring: Watching Over and Watching Out
For. Overall, participants described using their SHC systems to
watch over loved ones, pets, workers, and areas of their homes while
they were occupied with other activities elsewhere. Participants
also described using SHC systems to watch out for specific events,
such as a loved one falling (P1, P4) or a package arriving (P1, P2,
P3, P7, P8, P11, P13). These and other examples of anticipatory
monitoring involve the use of SHCs to monitor the environment for
specific events. Typically, participants used automated smartphone
alerts, such as motion or person detection, to aid in anticipatory
monitoring, thus removing the need to focally monitor the live
video or audio feeds.
Most cases of anticipatory monitoring we uncovered involved
doorbell cameras or cameras directed at outside entryways. Beyond
mere awareness, anticipatory monitoring was frequently described
as valuable for prompting or cuing users to take specific action or
inaction. For example, P8 described regularly using an entryway
SHC to receive an indication when a guest is parking or walking
up to her doorway so that she can put her dog away before he
starts barking. For her, these few additional moments make a big
difference as they allow her to prevent her dog from causing a
scene and more pleasantly greet a guest. (Note, however, that other
participants found that a lag-time of several seconds between event
and notification prevented them from responding to certain events;

for example, by the time they received an alert someone had already
left.)
Another common use of anticipatory monitoring we observed
is parents using smart cameras to keep an eye on their children.
P10 described how she places an indoor camera near her three kids
while working elsewhere around the home because she “doesn’t
have extra eyes or ears.” In such cases, a few participants devised
display configurations that allowed them to continuously peripherally watch over their children through the live camera feed while
performing other tasks. P8 described and demonstrated how she
positioned a Facebook Portal display screen next to her home office
work computer to monitor her child playing outside (See Figure 3)
— thus creating a glanceable display akin to a virtual window (e.g.,
[51, 52]).
One participant, P4, uses smart cameras to anticipatorily monitor
her husband who has Parkinson’s disease. She described how SHCs
enable her to keep an eye for any potential falls from a distance,
allowing her husband to maintain his autonomy (“without making
him think that I’m hovering over him” physically). P4 explained the
labor involved with monitoring her spouse before she had cameras:
“I’d be running drinks to him every 30 minutes. . .
I’d say, ‘Stay where I can see you!’. . . Or I’d ask my
daughter, ‘Did Dad come in yet?’ It was like, I’d have
to search for him. It got kind of nerve wracking, cause
I was like, micro-managing his life.” —P4
Now with cameras, she says, “I’m [still] micro-managing but it’s
at ease.” Reflecting on the overall value of cameras, P4 expresses,
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“All I know is that smart home cameras provide something that I
can’t—I can’t be a watchman 24 hours a day.” Thus, anticipatory
monitoring mediates a variety of temporal expectations: tracking
certain future events (e.g. package deliveries), and managing care
and concern around events that may happen (e.g. falls or harm).
5.1.2 Focal Monitoring: Looking into and Getting Perspective. A
second mode of engagement with SHCs we observed is focal monitoring, wherein a user attentively observes live video or audio
to focally monitor what is happening, rather than peripherally
viewing or momentarily checking. Instances of focal monitoring
were often described as short duration events, typically just long
enough to assess what is happening. For example, participants described scenarios where anticipatory monitoring transitioned to
short-duration focal monitoring, such as watching the doorbell camera video long enough to assess who is at the door and determine
whether to answer or ignore them. Longer duration viewing was,
in general, less mentioned by participants and typically constrained
to retrospective review of past data, which we discuss later.
Two participants described exceptional or infrequent acts of focal
monitoring that involved longer duration viewing. P8 described
how at night she will sometimes hear a noise and then watch
the live feeds from their multiple indoor and outdoor cameras to
monitor what is happening, even though she “know[s] it’s probably
nothing” and “it never is [anything of alarm]” P3 demonstrated
how she remotely repositions and angles the camera to eavesdrop
on conversations outside. Both examples illustrate how SHCs may
enable users to gain a better perspective on nearby activities.
5.1.3 Retrospective Review: Knowing and Evidencing What Happened. Participants described many instances where they engaged
in retrospective review of video and audio recordings, along with
metadata such as timestamps and filtered events (e.g., motion, a
person, a loud sound). Later we discuss retrospective reviewing
related to reminiscence, managing workers, and curiosity-driven
engagement. Below we present several other examples, ranging
from serious to playful.
Neighborhood traffic accidents, thefts, and trespassing.
Some participants used smart cameras to document, evidence, or
solve unexplained crimes. For example, P5 reviewed their SHC
video when someone trespassed and tried to break into his house
and learned that it was his neighbor’s son. He subsequently used
this evidence to confront his neighbor.
Spotting animals. Many participants reported spotting animal
activity with their smart cameras. Several participants discussed
rare and awe-inspiring recordings, including spotting a wolf and
coyote on their patio (P11), a bald eagle eating their chickens (P11),
and a bear walking through their residential neighborhood (P8).
These and other participants typically indicated that animal spotting was a valued and sometimes regular use of their smart cameras.
Catching negligence and abuse. One participant (unnamed
for privacy purposes) discussed how she uses the cameras to check
up on her daughter and daughter’s caregiver. She explained a complicated situation wherein she used her SHCs to identify an act of
abuse by the caregiver, which we refrain from detailing for privacy
reasons. This participant described how SHCs were especially valuable for monitoring caregivers, to help prevent or identify possible
future cases of abuse or negligence.
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Settling disputes. In at least three cases, participants reported
using smart camera recordings to settle interpersonal disputes with
neighbors or family. P11 relayed an initial event where he told his
nephew, whom he suspected was lying to him, that they would
“check the cameras” to confirm if his side of the story was true.
Over time, this became a pattern in which P11 would occasionally
threaten his nephew by saying, “let’s check the cameras”, when,
for example, he suspected the nephew was lying about finishing a
household chore. P11 later began using this warning with his own
children, although he eventually stopped doing so due to conflicted
feelings about this emergent SHC use to threaten and settle family
disputes: “I didn’t want to use [the smart camera] as a weapon.”
5.1.4 Undirected Monitoring and Review: Casually Checking, Peeking, and Spying. Participants also described several use cases involving partially or predominantly undirected monitoring and review,
which seemed to lack a clear instrumental purpose or outcome. Often participants suggested these were driven by curiosity, a desire
to connect with family or pets, or possibly anxiety or habituation.
Later we elaborate on these and related uses as aesthetic and atelic
surveillance. Below we note two commonly reported areas of undirected monitoring.
Checking on pets and animals. Several participants used
SHCs to check on pets (P2, P3, P4, P8, P10), especially when they
were away from their homes. A few participants specifically set up
additional cameras for this purpose—for example, checking on their
puppy while away from work (P2) and monitoring their chicken
coop and horses (P11).
Casually spying on neighbors. Participants also described
undirected monitoring to casually spy (our term) on neighbors,
often described as an accidental or opportunistic activity, rather
than premeditated. For example, two participants, P3 and P13, expressed how they semi-regularly liked to listen in on conversations
between neighbors, even though they both do not usually talk to
their neighbors. P13 referred to this as “people watching” through
the smart camera.
5.1.5 Mere-Potential Monitoring and Review: I can—but I haven’t.
In the uses reported above, participants described actual, immediate
engagement with SHC sensor data and visual, auditory, and textual
representations thereof. Distinct from, yet intimately related to
this actual monitoring and reviewing, participants sometimes described a value of SHCs in terms of a mere-potential for monitoring
or reviewing events that had not actually occurred, had not been
captured, or which they had not yet viewed. Participants described
the value of these mere-potential sensory-perceptual capabilities
when frequently discussing events that might happen: "I could use
this to check on [if my older dad falls]” (P1); “I saved a lot of footage
of [the neighborhood children] coming near my property, just to
have it, to show ongoing harassment [to police]" (P10) (emphases
added). Some participants also referenced capturing a single event
that validated their installation of the smart camera and their continued use of the device. For instance, P11 explained that he initially
installed SHCs for security purposes and, while friends called him
“crazy” at first, his cameras transitioned from the mere-potential to
actual review of video footage when someone had broken into his
home.
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A common framework used in qualitative analysis when describing examples of uses and behaviors is to identify mismatches
between what participants say they do and what they actually do.
We agree, but offer an additional interpretation to this duality: SHC
users meaningfully and consciously use the mere-potential for monitoring and reviewing to achieve senses of safety, security, control,
and power. Which is to say, potential uses appear to be a very real
and valuable use of smart cameras, and surveillance apparatuses in
general.

5.2

From Personal Extension of Sensory
Perception to Interpersonal and
Cross-Device Interaction

Our previous examples demonstrated how cameras are used to
enhance people’s sensation and perception of their environment.
In this section, we highlight four additional general capabilities of
smart cameras that build upon extended sensory perception in ways
that effect specific types of responses in other people or devices: behavioral deterrence, interpersonal communication, documentation,
and device actuation.
5.2.1 Smart Home Cameras as Behavioral Deterrents. Unsurprisingly, given the design and marketing of these devices as smart
home security cameras, one of the most cited uses of smart home
cameras among our participants was to deter harmful, improper, annoying, or illegal behavior. Throughout the paper, we report many
examples in which participants describe or allude to behavioral deterrence as a primary use and value of their SHCs. The most reported
target of behavioral deterrents was to inhibit trespassing, intrusion,
theft, vandalism, and related forms of harmful activity from predominantly unknown and unexpected persons. Some participants
also described using SHCs to deter negative behavior from specific
neighbors, family members, guests, and domestic workers. Whereas
a parent in our study described SHCs as “extra eyes and ears” (P10),
another participant described the devices as a “friendlier” form of
“bars on the window” (P9).
To function as an effective deterrent, participants often described
the importance of installing cameras with sufficient visibility to
deter potential intruders. At the same time, these participants often noted a counterbalancing need for inconspicuous placement
that does not draw the alarm or disdain of neighbors who might
vandalize or negatively judge the SHC owner. P14, for example,
feared that if her cameras were too visible then her neighbors might
vandalize it. P2, whose camera has a floodlight sensor that lights
up at night based on motion, elaborated on how his camera’s form
factor needed to be conspicuous, not only to deter intruders, but
also to visually communicate to others that he was not using it for
stealth purposes:
“The smaller the camera, the more [it’s] like a spy
or nanny cam. I don’t want to be secretly recording
anybody and I don’t want it to be a surprise. I got the
cameras for security. The more obvious that it is, the
better security it provides. . . No one’s going to walk
in and think that there’s no camera, it’s like this giant
light turns on.” —P2
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These responses suggest a tacit camera placement principle: just
conspicuous enough to deter, but not so conspicuous as to stand out
in a way that might be negatively perceived. For some participants,
this balance was more important than to others.
5.2.2 Smart Home Cameras as Interpersonal (and Interspecies) Communication Devices. Some participants used their smart home cameras to support two-way communication through the built-in voice
intercom feature or, in a few cases, in conjunction with smartphone
text or voice communication. We found three main groups that
participants frequently reported communicating or attempting to
communicate with.
Communicating with visitors and workers. Participants described using their SHCs to communicate with delivery workers.
This enabled P4, for example, to interact with delivers while she’s
away from her home; “You can just say, ‘Oh, I’m busy right now. I
can’t come to the door, leave the package on the side.”’ The ability
to communicate via the SHC helped P4 feel more at ease answering
the door: “That’s one aspect I like about the Ring doorbell. They
don’t know you’re home [you could be communicating with them
remotely from anywhere].”
Communicating with co-dwellers. Participants described using the built-in voice intercom in conjunction with the camera to
communicate with their kids or spouses, either when they were
away from home or in separate rooms. P11 describes how communication with and visibility of his family were primary motivators
for adopting indoor SHCs: “So the initial [reason I adopted SHCs]
was just, I could hit a button and say ‘hi’ to my girls. I can hit a
button and talk to my wife rather than have to call her. And I like
my house. I like my family. It’s nice to be able to hit a button and
see them.” At times, P11 more specifically uses his SHCs to visually
check when his kids were not responding to his text messages,
and then getting their attention by using it as an intercom. Other
participants reported using SHC communication features in playful
ways, including using the intercom to scare family members (P9,
P10) or pets (P3).
Communicating with pets. Many participants used SHCs to
monitor pets, and a few described specific instances of using SHCs
to communicate, or attempt to communicate, with pets. P4 communicates with her dog when she is away from home through setting
her Echo Show on a chair to check on him: “I can drop in and see
my dog, and my dog can see me.” Likewise, P3 explained that she
uses her Nest Cam “when her cats accidentally leave the house [to]
call them in.” P3 also described one notable case when she used
her SHC to find a lost cat through its audio features, deducing that
her cat was in her neighbor’s yard through hearing it meow on the
camera feed.
5.2.3 Smart Home Cameras as Documentation Devices. Participants
further indicated the value of SHCs as documentation tools that
enabled them to archive and share recorded events with others.
Later, we elaborate on two types of surveillant uses related to documentation: surveillant memory-making and evidentiary surveillance.
We illustrate three specific documentary applications below.
Reminiscence. Several participants described instances where
they either deliberately or serendipitously reviewed documented
audio and video of their lives in way that facilitated reminiscence—
the enjoyable recollection of past events. P11 saved one sentimental
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video of his kids and mother-in-law walking together, and P14
described reminiscing on videos captured by her SHC of her and
her children on family outings and at neighborhood festivals. These
examples recall novel HCI design prototypes for enhancing and
supporting reminiscence (e.g., [99, 135]).
Sharing moments. Several participants describing sharing humorous, awe-inspiring, or otherwise memorable moments with
friends or neighbors. For example, P2 described accessing the live
video feed of his backyard to show his garden jalapeño plants to his
friends. P8 recounted how she uploaded footage where her smart
camera captured a bear in her neighborhood to YouTube, and also
shared a humorous “highlights reel” of her son sleepwalking with
other family members (which they later submitted to America’s
Funniest Home Videos). In other cases, participants described sharing videos with more serious evidentiary or disciplinary aims, as
when P11 captured his friend’s daughter getting into a fight on his
smart camera, and shared it with his friend, the daughter’s parent.
Video requests. In a few cases participants received requests
from neighbors to review their camera data and send them any
relevant recordings. P8’s neighbors requested her SHC footage of
a bear rummaging through the trash, which “helped debug what
was happening.” P8 further explained that her neighbors will rely
on her and her smart camera as the neighborhood “point person”:
“They’ll text me, ‘Hey, can you see if this got caught on there?’ . . .
[and I respond], ‘Maybe you should get these cameras.”’
5.2.4 Smart Home Cameras as Device Actuation Systems. Control
and actuation of other devices or systems is the final basic SHC
capabilities we report. The most common example is configuring
SHCs to deliver text or email notifications, or to automatically
record video/audio. In common instances where users configured
their cameras to send smartphone alerts that notify them when motion, sound, people, or familiar or unfamiliar faces are detected (P2,
P3, P7, P8), SHC interfaces typically refer to these notifications as
“events” or “moments,” and enable users to configure their devices
to automatically save events or moments to the cloud for retrospective review and documentation. However, these capabilities often
require upgrading to paid subscriptions. The only other example
of device actuation that we identified from our interviews was the
use of SHCs to control external lights to deter potential thieves
or intruders (P2). No participants reported availing themselves of
features that enable control of built-in sirens or add-on smart power
outlets.

5.3

Clear Limitations and Subtle Effects of
Current Smart Home Camera Products

Participants also noted several prominent limitations to their uses
of the SHCs and the types of extended sensory perception discussed
above. Commonly cited pragmatic limitations include:
• Lack of robust recording or storage access. Paid upgraded subscriptions typically expunge video recordings
after 30 days, thus requiring that the user manually downloads relevant video clips within this period. Without a paid
subscription, recording capabilities are even more limited.
• Irrelevant, inaccurate, and excessive smart alert notifications. Many participants described motion, person, object,
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sound, and face alerts that were inaccurate or irrelevant. In
some cases, participants consequently disabled notifications
or became desensitized to them.
• Practical obstacles to physically mounting, positioning, powering, and connecting the device. Participants
described difficulties positioning, repositioning, and installing devices because of the effort and skill required to
mount the devices to walls or ceilings and physically connect
them to a power source (currently, very few SHC products
are battery powered). Participants also described limited WiFi coverage as a major obstacle at times, especially when
installing outdoor SHCs away from home routers.
• Significant lag times when viewing live video/audio
and receiving smart alert notifications, which at times
prevented users from monitoring or recording pertinent
events. For example, alerts typically lag events by at least
several seconds.
• Difficulty achieving the right balance and targeting of
device visibility/invisibility to others, especially with
minimizing visibility of the devices for neighbors and
passersby while maximizing visibility to potential intruders.
Later in the discussion section, we observe that these limitations
represent clear opportunities to improve the user experience of
SHCs for primary users. Meanwhile, we however observe more subtly that some of these limitations enhance privacy and security for
non-primary users and thus also represent latent privacy controls
and safeguards.
We conclude this section by noting several seemingly unintended
side-effects of the extended sensory perception enabled by smart
home cameras. (1) Avoiding camera fields. A few participants
described how they consciously avoid the SHC’s surveillant field
of view. P3 walks to another block to say goodbye to friends or
“people of the opposite gender,” as she is worried that her mother
might watch or listen in on her with their SHC. P6, a food delivery driver, described parking away from cameras. (2) Subtle
pressure/intrusion of surveillance. While this was reported in
only a few cases (P6, P11), P11 memorably described feeling “subtle
pressure” that caused him to be on his best behavior by, for example, not playing video games and staying productive at work. He
explained that this pressure was partly based on knowledge that his
mother-in-law—who lives with him and shares access to the SHC
app—may be watching him. Interestingly, P11 describes reflecting
on this “subtle pressure” only after he stopped using cameras during
a move to another residence. Similar findings are reported by Pierce
et al. [102]. (3) Acclimating to smart cameras. As participants
introduced cameras into their home, some reported becoming acclimated to their use over time. P9 expressed that his "cameras are
now like ornaments,” indicating that the novelty of playing around
with the smart camera’s features wore off and that he now rarely
directly engages his outdoor camera. Other participants, who lived
with as many as one to ten indoor cameras, expressed no significant
concerns about their privacy and security when asked. Our study
suggests that some sizable portion of SHC users readily accept and
rarely notice the near-constant surveillant gaze of cameras in their
living rooms, entryways, kitchens, yards, and even bedrooms.
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6

EVERYDAY SURVEILLANCE: FROM
FORMAL OBSERVATION TO CASUAL
PEEKING

In the previous section, we reported how participants used SHCs to
extend sensory perception, deter undesirable behavior, communicate with others, document evidence, capture memories, and control
other smart devices to support everyday activities. We now extend
those findings by characterizing such uses as forms of surveillance.
We loosely define surveillance in the more general sense of “the
collection and storage of information, presumed to be useful, about
people or objects” [37]. Yet we also intend the term surveillance to
be read, at times, with the power-laden and potentially negative
connotations associated with mass surveillance, carceral surveillance, spying, stalking, and so on. As our participants and scholars
alike observe, surveillance—like any technology—is neither inherently good nor bad, but neither is it neutral [78]. As Rule states,
surveillance “ranges from the benign to the repressive—from the
personal information systems supporting intensive care in hospitals
to those mobilized to track and curtail terrorists” [106].
This section examines how smart cameras mediate multiple
modes of everyday surveillance, a term we use in reference to any
broadly surveillant use enabled by commonplace and accessible
consumer products and services within everyday contexts. We further find that these various surveillant uses occur along a spectrum
from formal to casual surveillance, such as formally monitoring
the home to deter intruders, to casually emergent forms of opportunistic, accidental, curiosity-driven, or one-off acts of surveillance.
This spectrum is defined by three dimensions: premeditation, focus,
and regularity. Formal surveillance is premeditated, it is focused
with a specific aim or outcome, and it is often practiced on a regular
basis. Casual surveillance, on the other hand, is some combination of unplanned, unfocused, or irregular, such as overhearing a
neighbor’s conversation.
Adding to insights from surveillance studies, our research—albeit
based on a small sample of committed SHC users—contributes further empirical evidence to the idea that surveillance is becoming
a more accepted and even normative mode of everyday life, one
which supports a much wider variety of activities than deterring,
identifying, and punishing illegal or improper behavior. This includes surveillance as a mode of caring for others [72, 117], managing labor [117], feeding obsession and paranoia [70], maximizing
monetary and social capital [26, 138], and tracking and regulating
one’s self [56, 83].
We organize our findings into six prominent types of surveillant
uses of SHCs we identify: deterrent and regulating surveillance,
managerial surveillance, care-based surveillance, diagnostic surveillance, cuing surveillance, and aesthetic and atelic surveillance.

6.1

Deterrent and Regulating Surveillance

Deterrent surveillance refers to instances where the threat of
surveillance is used—often, we find, in a formal, premeditated
manner—to deter behavior, particularly harmful, destructive, or
invasive behavior such as theft, trespassing, and violence. More
general than deterrent surveillance, regulating surveillance refers to
uses that prompt or encourage the surveilled subject to self-regulate
their own behavior. For example, P11 described an emergent use of
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constant SHC surveillance to regulate his nephew and children’s
behavior wherein he developed a habit of saying “let’s check the
cameras” when he suspected they may be lying. Both concepts
of deterrent and regulatory surveillance are common concepts in
surveillance literature (e.g., Foucault’s disciplinary surveillance [46],
Deleuze’s control society [39]).
All participants indicated that deterrent surveillance was an
important, if not sole motivation for installing SHCs and many suggested that their camera’s core function was to provide security or
safety. Yet, over time, some participants also discovered emergent
and more casual forms of deterrent surveillance. Many such cases
deterred relatively minor or petty offenses, rather than egregious
or deleterious behavior such as burglary or home invasion. For example, P3 relayed that her mother noticed that neighbors stopped
letting their “dogs poop in our yard” after installing the Nest camera, presumably because the dog owners noticed the camera. The
above example is a rare occurrence in which a participant referenced material evidence to confirm the effectiveness of deterrent
surveillance. As a basic observation, there is an inherent difficulty
in verifying, on a case-by-case basis, to what extent SHCs deter
rare or uncommon behaviors such as burglaries.

6.2

Managerial Surveillance

Participants described various surveillant uses of SHC aimed at
managing and overseeing paid workers, particularly tradespeople
such as carpenters, delivery workers, and domestic workers including nannies, babysitter, caregivers, and housekeepers. Our naming
of this term is informed by Stark and Levy’s notion of the “consumer
as manager” [117]. Through analysis of contemporary smartphone
applications, Stark and Levy argue that the “managerial logics of
surveillance are proliferating across the digitally mediated service
sector, enlisting customers as both managers and cheerleaders for
workers themselves pressured by systematic and metricized expectations also out of their control.” Our findings appear to support
this broader cultural trend. However, our study focuses on how and
why primary users engage in managerial surveillance—mediated
through SHC extended sensory perception—and in some instances,
offers a counter-perspective that highlights the value of managerial
surveillance to the “consumer as manager.”
For example, one participant (P4) explains how she uses her
cameras to monitor her daughter’s caretakers in case she is mistreated, as well as if “anything goes missing.” For her, SHCs provide
"an extra layer of protection.” This suggests how the consumer as
manager may surveil workers casually, and via the mode of merepotential monitoring and review that we articulated previously. P12
describes going beyond mere-potential monitoring and review to
engage in direct anticipatory, focal, and retrospective monitoring and
review of her housekeeper and nanny to “check” to see if the nanny
is “getting along” with her children: “If there are no cameras, you
don’t know what kind of behavior [they are] having around my
kids." Interestingly, while P12 does bring up disputes to the nanny
about situations she saw on camera, she does so indirectly without
revealing that she was monitoring or reviewing the video footage
from her SHC. She explains that doing so would be “detrimental”
to their working relationship.
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6.3

Care-based Surveillance

Participants described other instances where they surveilled loved
ones to better care for them, or as an outward expression of their
care. Stark and Levy refer to this role more generally as the “consumer as observer,” through which surveillant products are used
to supervise “intimate relations as a component of a normalized
duty of care” [117]. Our notion of care-based surveillance aligns
even closer with Alan Jacobs’ observation that “[digitally mediated]
surveillance has become the normative form of care” within our
society [72].
Care-based surveillance of loved ones usually occurred while
the participant was away from their home at work or traveling
out of town. Two commonly cited examples were checking on kids
and pets. For example, we previously discussed how P8 created a
peripheral virtual window display to watch over her child playing
outside in the cul-de-sac while she worked from her home office
upstairs. In another example, P2 installed an indoor SHC to check
on his puppy while away at work. While participants at times suggested that checking on pets was a form of anticipatory monitoring
(“to keep an eye on the dog,” in P2’s case), they also described such
monitoring as motivated by a desire to emotionally connect with
pets when they are physically separated.

6.4

Diagnostic and Evidentiary Surveillance

Diagnostic surveillance refers to the use of surveillant technologies
to diagnose the cause or effect of an event. Evidentiary surveillance
was often suggested in conjunction with deterrent, managerial,
and care-based uses—such as helping identify an unsuccessfully
deterred intruder or confronting a negligent caretaker. Here we
present three brief sets of examples, which range from formal and
serious to casual and playful.
Evidencing crimes. Participants described a few instances
where they provided local police with smart camera footage as
evidence. P11 recounted a traumatic break in experience in which
SHC footage helped them discover how the intruder had entered
their home. P10 also discussed various instances where she used
her smart camera footage to identify and provide evidence to the
police, such as a hit-and-run of a parked car, stolen bikes, an assault,
and various harassment issues in the neighborhood.
Settling disputes. In several cases, participants used SHC data to
help settle family or neighborhood disputes. Participants described
reviewing their smart camera footage to discover evidence when
their kids fought with the family pet (P8) or with each other (P11),
and settling crime disputes related to theft and harassment from
neighbors (P10).
Reviewing remarkable, entertaining, or unexplained
events. In contrast to the relatively high stakes disputes above,
participants contrastingly presented many examples of fun,
amusing, and sometimes sensational diagnostics and evidentiary
SHC video. Examples include retrospectively reviewing their video
history to find footage of a bear eating from their trash cans (P8),
a video of an approaching tornado (P4), and a video of a family
member being followed by their chickens (P11).

6.5

Cuing Surveillance

Cuing surveillance refers to when people use surveillance to anticipatorily notify them of events that may require specific action. This
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type of surveillance involves the mode of anticipatory monitoring
we discussed previously and is often enabled by smart alerts to
detect motion, people, or familiar or unfamiliar faces. The doorway
was the most common site in which participants described formally
and regularly using cuing surveillance. Examples of cuing surveillance include (1) knowing when an expected guest has arrived, as a
cue to answer the door and sometimes to finish readying the home
by, for example, kenneling dogs or putting kids to sleep (e.g., P3, P7,
P8, P14); (2) knowing when someone is at the door, as a cue to see
who’s there and decide whether and how to answer (e.g., P3, P4,
P13); and (3) knowing when a package has arrived, as a cue to take
it in or sometimes to thank or confirm to the deliverer that it was
received (e.g., P4, P7, P8, P13). Some participants also mentioned
surveilling disabled or older family members and kids, as a cue to
help them if they fall or need assistance (e.g., P1, P4).
A few participants described comparatively unique types of cuing surveillance that they regularly engaged in. For example, P4
uses a doorbell camera to know precisely when her daughter’s special medicine arrives, to ensure she refrigerates it before it spoils.
These examples suggest how future smart cameras and sensing systems might enable even more personalized, ad-hoc, idiosyncratic
modes of everyday surveillance.

6.6

Aesthetic and Atelic Surveillance

The surveillant use categories described thus far are usually directed
toward a relatively clear aim or outcome. Yet we also uncovered instances where SHC surveillance was discussed as predominantly or
partially motivated by more emergent and less instrumental drives
associated with curiosity, excitement, entertainment, reminiscence,
and other experiences. We characterize such uses as a combination
of aesthetic and atelic surveillance. Aesthetic surveillance occurs
when users are inspired to sensuously engage with surveillant information because it is pleasing, intriguing, beautiful, shocking,
and so on. Atelic surveillance occurs when users apply surveillance
technologies without a clear instrumental purpose or outcome, but
rather a sense of emergent, momentary, or open-ended engagement.
We describe several more specific variations below.
Surveillant noticing. At a basic sensory level, aesthetic and
atelic surveillance sometimes appear to begin as merely a modified
form of everyday noticing akin to looking out the window or overhearing a conversation. For example, P13 recalls a time her SHC
enabled her to watch various events or commotion on her street,
citing small neighborhood parades to celebrate essential workers
during the COVID-19 pandemic, “couples having arguments,” or
a bike being stolen. She explains, “If you catch it at interesting
times, it’s New York City, you’ll always see something kind of like
crazy.” However, in many other cases, such acts of noticing would
have been difficult if not impossible without the extended sensory
perception of the SHC, such as remote viewing, recorded timeline
histories, and smart alerts. Furthermore, the capabilities and affordances of the SHC system often shield the viewer from being
observed by a surveilled subject.
Curiosity-driven surveillance. Several participants described
casually observing behaviors and overhearing conversations of
neighbors, passersby, friends, or even themselves. P3 describes
occasional situations where the SHC prompts her to casually watch
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neighbors and passersby: “Sometimes if I stay up super late, I’ll
get notifications on my phone about motion detection, and I’ll go,
‘What the hell are people doing at 4AM or 12AM at night?’ People
are jogging! And if I’m up and I just want to see what’s going on,
sometimes I’ll listen in on neighbors’ conversations.” P13 talked
about hearing her neighbors’ arguments, slamming doors, seeing
who might be storming out of the building “not to be nosy, but I
guess also to be nosy.”
Reflexive surveillance. Surveillant noticing also led to deeper
reflection on the interplay between one’s surveillant smart camera and environment. P8, for example, described how the smart
recognition capability of her doorbell camera regularly mistook her
friend’s husband for her own husband because they dress similarly.
P8 later shared this information with her friends in a humorous
manner, and her husband at one point even attempted at one point
to dress up as their friend to “spoof” the camera. This example
illustrates how a surveillant noticing led to insight both about her
own life and the inner workings of the camera.
Surveillant memory-making. Some participants described
premeditated use of their smart home cameras in ways that closely
approximated the typical usage of smartphone cameras or action
cameras (such as a GoPro) to capture meaningful moments in their
lives. For example, P10 owns a Wyze camera that she moves to different places to monitor her kids throughout the house. P10 further
reflected on an instance in which she set up this camera specifically
to document a Christmas scavenger hunt she had designed for her
children. Participants also suggested a more novel form of video
photography in which meaningful moments are inadvertently or
unexpectedly caught on camera. In addition to examples of natural
disasters and animal spotting previously reported, other examples
include saving funny or memorable moments of P11’s cat getting
scared on camera, performing Brazilian jiu jitsu, and videos of his
daughters calling each other funny names. These uses parallel use
cases depicted in SHC marketing materials, such as Nest advertisements which suggest cameras can be used to record a baby’s first
steps, for instance.
Self-reflective and self-conscious surveillance. In a few instances, participants described retrospectively reviewing video and
audio of themselves and their interactions with others. P3 described
times when she reviews video of herself with friends to “just to see
what happened,” “to see how the interaction went,” and “to see how
I look and stuff like that.”

7

TWO AXES OF ASYMMETRY FOR
ANALYZING PRIVACY, SECURITY, TRUST,
AND POWER

In this final section of findings, we dig deeper into perceptual and
power asymmetries with the smart camera, and their connection
to data privacy, security, and trust. We divide our reporting and
analysis into two sections, each representing an axis of asymmetry:
frontend users and backend users, and primary users and nonprimary users.

7.1

Frontend and Backend Users

Studies of user privacy and security often focus on how companies
or malicious actors might use people’s personal data. Here, we refine
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this notion by distinguishing between frontend users who own,
install, and operate SHCs, versus companies, platforms, service
providers, and other backend actors, notably malicious actors like
hackers and cyberstalkers. A backend user is one who accesses a
system and its data such that the frontend user is oblivious to or only
peripherally aware of the backend user and their uses. Typically
the backend user interfaces with this data via network connection,
rather than, say, physical theft of a device. A prime example is a
smart device company that accesses, shares, and utilizes frontend
users’ SHC data for reasons other than or in addition to directly
providing feedback or value to those frontend users. Reciprocally,
a frontend user is any user oblivious or only tangentially aware
of backend users and their uses of the data. While a backend user
is not necessarily nefarious or malicious, backend uses do often
dovetail with Zuboff’s concept of “surveillance capitalism” [138],
and the related concept of “hole-and-corner applications” [101] that
are hidden from and potentially harmful to frontend users.
Below we describe our participants’ awareness, attitudes, and
practical orientations toward their own privacy, and toward backend users, specifically three main groups that repeatedly surface
during our interviews: (1) companies, manufacturers, platforms,
service providers, and “third parties”, (2) hackers, cybercriminals,
and other malicious actors, and (3) state and foreign authorities,
including perceptions of interference by international governments
and local police.
7.1.1 Steps Taken to Increase Privacy, Security, Trust, and Control.
While most primary users did not express much concern about their
own data privacy and security regarding their SHCs, there were
some exceptions. Some brought up concerns that “China” might
have access to their data (P2, P11, P9). Others indicated differences
in trust among brands to safeguard their personal data. P2, for
example, mentioned how he did not trust Wyze because they are
a Chinese company, and was wary of how cheap Wyze devices
were: “It almost seems too good to be true. . . someone’s gotta be
subsidizing the data or something.”1 To P2, "if it’s free or cheap,
you are the product.” P8, in contrast, mentioned that she and her
husband are early Wyze Cam adopters, and wanted to support the
brand because they are headquartered locally. Two participants
expressed suspicion with Amazon and were wary of them using
their SHC data for marketing purposes (P9, P11). P13 reflected that
she “probably should” be more concerned about her data on the
smart camera.
Some participants did, however, take sophisticated technical
steps to protect their privacy and security. One salient example was
P11, who customized his camera system (which connects to his 25
smart home cameras) to operate only locally through a combination
of local SD card device storage and use of a custom app for managing
their SHC data. Others decided to stop using devices. Out of concern
about Wyze’s ability to record and save 24/7 footage inside his home
1 Note

that, according to the Wyze website they are a US company based in a major US
city. We recognize that these claims may fall into potentially harmful and incorrect
cultural, political, and xenophobic political assumptions or stereotypes, though we include this finding to represent participants’ experiences of mistrust. While participants’
comments suggest that this mistrust may be influenced by a variety of factors (such as
news reporting, exposure to online information, political beliefs, or other experiences),
we do not have enough data to analyze the root causes of these statements and beliefs
in this paper.
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(coupled with concerns already listed), P2 uninstalled the camera
after spending more time with it while working from home.
The placement and installation of their cameras was the one notable area in which all participants expressed some level of distrust
and concern for their privacy and security, and many participants
highlighted areas where they disallowed SHCs. For example, P7 and
P9 were adamant that they would be uncomfortable with any indoor
cameras. On the other hand, P4 and P8—who each live with multiple indoor smart cameras that are virtually always monitoring—
expressed that their bathrooms and bedrooms were non-negotiable
“off limits” areas for SHCs, but that anywhere else is fine. Similar
to variance in how users manage boundaries with online privacy
(e.g., [3]), these findings suggest that there is also variance with
how primary users conceptualize and manage boundaries with respect to SHCs and IoT sensing devices more generally. This finding
is echoed in Chalhoub et al.’s longitudinal study of smart home
products, where participants expressed varied and changing perspectives about their comfort level with microphone and camera
enabled devices in areas such as bathrooms and bedrooms [29].
7.1.2 High Trust and Low Concern with Backend Users and Personal
Privacy and Security. Participants had much to say about the various (frontend) uses of their SHCs but had comparatively less to
say about backend users/uses and their personal data privacy and
security. Only towards the later portion of our interview did we
explicitly ask participants about privacy, security, and trust with
respect to companies, hackers, and other backend users and uses
of their data. Participants mostly expressed little concern for their
own personal data privacy and security, though we discuss some
notable exceptions further below. While participants noted various
technical shortcomings of the cameras—including connectivity issues, video lag of seconds or minutes, and inaccurate or irrelevant
notifications—participants rarely expressed distrust in the device
manufacturers and service providers.
When asked about potential privacy or security concerns, our
analysis of participant responses surfaced 6 types of reactions that
may explain why they expressed little concern with privacy and
security. We encapsulate each general reaction in first-person terms,
and briefly exemplify each. (1) I have little to hide. When asked
about data privacy, P8 and her husband indicated they were “pretty
boring” people and had “nothing to hide from” one another. (2)
The risk is very low. P1 described his chances of getting “hacked”
as low, "because I’m not a high-profile person.” (3) The benefits
outweigh any risks. P1, continuing from above, went on to say that
he sees SHCs “as more helpful than the chance of getting hacked
for something." P4 responded to our questions about privacy by
stating, “if I have to worry about [privacy], then I shouldn’t have a
camera”, and described the importance of monitoring her caregivers
to ensure they were properly caring for her family. P3 explained
how her SHC use was motivated by a lack of trust in the police
to protect her security and safety, stating that her Nest camera
was more effective and trustworthy than local police. (4) I have
sufficient control. P8 responded to our questions about privacy
by emphasizing that none of her indoor cameras—even the active
camera in her bedroom—are pointed at the bed to avoid capturing
anything “intimate”: “As long as they’re not pointed at the bed,
we’re not concerned.” (5) I hadn’t thought of that. When asked
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about privacy concerns regarding their data (P13) and consideration
for their neighbors’ privacy (P7), both responded that maybe they
should be more conscious of this. (6) I only see what’s in front of
me. While no participants directly stated that they did not consider
or concern themselves with backend privacy and security threats
because these threats remained out of sight, this explanation is
suggested in the preceding examples—namely that participants had
much to say about their firsthand uses of their SHCs but had little to
say about actual or potential backend uses by companies, criminals,
or governments. Furthermore, many participants demonstrated
insufficient or inaccurate technical knowledge about their SHCs
and potential privacy and security implications, which we discuss
further below.
7.1.3 Limited Knowledge of Backend Uses and Implications for Privacy and Security. Consistent with Zheng et al.’s findings [137],
participants in our study sometimes demonstrated incomplete or
incorrect knowledge of backend and future system capabilities.
Here we present one instance that exemplifies how imprecise mental models may be formed from interface features directly available
to the user (frontend capabilities), without considering how a company may independently access, store, analyze, and share user data
(backend capabilities). P2 notes that Amazon Ring requires an upgraded paid subscription to record videos and save them to the
cloud, and uses this to infer how Amazon is handling his data:
“[Knowing that Amazon requires a paid subscription]
is good for me because it means that it’s not being
recorded somewhere else. . . I mean, if they had the
data being saved, I assumed that they would just give
it to you for free as, like, a service. But if you’re not
paying them, they’re probably just not recording anything.” —P2
Here, P2 reasons that what he sees on his smartphone interface
mirrors any backend processing that might be “recorded somewhere
else”: While we cannot know with certainty to what extent P2’s SHC
device data (and metadata) are in fact being stored and analyzed
by Amazon, this example illustrates the temptation to infer that
backend capabilities are limited to the frontend interfaces one can
see and use—even though this technically is often not the case.
Following Kahneman’s concept of the WYSIATI bias (What You
See Is All There Is) [74], we refocus this idea to hypothesize a specific bias about digital user interfaces, especially with cloud computing applications: WYSOYIATI—What You See On Your Interface Is
All There Is. The correct mental model, however, is WYSIJYI—What
You See Is Just Your Interface. Which is to say, your user interface application is just your (frontend) interface (but there are also backend
interfaces and applications).

7.2

Primary Users, Non-Primary Users, and
Interpersonal Power Asymmetries

Next, we focus on the second prominent power differential: the
relationship between primary users and non-primary users. In the
context of our study, primary users are those own, install, and
operate consumer SHC products. Non-primary users are those
who, at some level, interact with SHCs but do so with comparatively
limited access, control, feedback, consent, awareness, or benefit,
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and often with increased associated risk or harm. This notion of a
non-primary is more general than a bystander, in that it captures
situations where someone with partial consent or awareness of device’s presence interacts with it (e.g. a worker delivering a package,
or a friend visiting and noticing a camera is present). The concept
of a non-primary user addresses situations where a subject is not an
innocent or accidental bystander, but rather an intended subject of
surveillance. In some scenarios, SHCs sense or surveil completely
unaware and non-consenting subjects, in which we follow Baumer
[11] and may qualify such subjects as usees, rather than users. For
simplicity, in this paper we often refer to non-primary users and
usees collectively as non-primary users. (Note that the primary
users and non-primary we reference are both frontend users with
respect to the backend actors we discussed previously—companies,
cybercriminals, and government actors.)
While our participant sample gives us a limited vantage point
onto many important non-primary user perspectives—including
those of nannies, housekeepers, guests, and passersby—our study
does, by design, provide three routes to understanding non-primary
users and uses. First, we present findings related to how primary
users do and do not consider non-primary users. Second, nearly
all our primary user participants also describe events where they
occupied a role as a non-primary user, either with respect to their
own SHCs or those managed by others. Third, two participants in
our study worked in prominent non-primary user roles affected by
SHCs: a delivery driver and census worker.
7.2.1 Limited Concern for Privacy and Security of Non-Primary
Users. Most primary users we talked to had limited concern for
non-primary users’ privacy. Here, we present several typified and
example responses to our questions concerning non-primary users’
privacy and security.
(1) It’s my home and my safety. P1 rationalizes that recording
others is acceptable and that he does not have to explain to guests
that they have a home camera. “I’m not using it for commercial
purposes, it’s for my personal security and I would be getting some
sort of consent just in case I needed to publish it publicly . . . It’s my
house.” P3 echoes this sentiment, further adding that her neighbors
and passersby know she has a camera—presumably because they
can see it—but “it’s whatever . . . you can’t just tell someone to take
their stuff down so people don’t say anything.” (2) It’s legal. Several
participants referenced laws around recording and consent. P9 explained that she does not have privacy if police want to investigate a
crime using her Ring camera. P9 also explains that while in “public”
she does not have privacy because she lives in a one-party recording
state (i.e., other parties do not have to have consent for recording in
public). (3) It’s expected. Several participants expressed that people
should expect to be recorded in public these days. P2 stated: "It’s
2021 . . . so I’m not going to immediately jump to be like, ‘Oh, let me
cover the camera up.’ If we’re all just sitting on the porch, hanging
out, I don’t think any of my friends would mind.” (4) They don’t
mind. When asked about their family’s, neighbors’, and domestic
workers’ orientations to their SHCs, many primary users explained
that specific non-primary users, like their kids or parents, found
the devices acceptable or useful, or hardly noticed them. P9 said
that her kids are of a generation where they grow up with cameras
everywhere and are used to being recorded. P1 explained that his
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older parents do not understand how the camera works because it
is "techy," but they trust that the camera is useful. (5) I can relate.
In some instances, including several described above, participants
described themselves in a general role as a non-primary user (e.g.,
“It’s 2021” and referencing one-party consent state laws) to explain
why they do not mind, or why they do not expect personal privacy.
(6) They’re protected / I’m using it responsibly. In contrast
to the above explanations, in some cases participants described
how they did not dwell on non-primary users’ privacy because the
way they configured or used the devices tacitly protected them. For
example, P3 explains that being able to see her neighbor’s house
and sometimes overhearing their conversations through her Nest
camera is okay because the SHC is not recording—“as soon as they
[the neighbors and their conversations] leave, it’s gone in my head
because I’m not recording anything.”
7.2.2 Positive Considerations for Privacy and Security of NonPrimary Users. In contrast to the above responses, some participants expressed forward-looking concern for non-primary users
and took concrete steps to protect their privacy. For example, P9
uses activity zones in his Ring camera to avoid recording areas
pertaining to his neighbor’s yard and to avoid getting motion alerts
for those areas. P2’s neighbor’s privacy was also a consideration for
him regarding his camera placement, as P2 had removed his Ring
camera from his front door when he realized that it also captured a
full view of his neighbor’s door across from him. P10 alerted her
neighbors that she had a camera when she installed it, and P9 asked
his neighbors if they were okay with him setting up a SHC.
Regarding indoor SHCs, P11 explained that he was very conscious when a guest was staying over. To protect their guest’s
privacy and communicate that his devices were deactivated, he
unplugged his SHC and positioned it facing down. P11 further
explained that he took this secure and subtly visible action preemptively, without asking guests if they mind the cameras, to avoid
imparting any pressure for them to consent.
7.2.3 Perspectives as and on Non-Primary Users. Our study included two participants who worked in occupations in which they
regularly interacted with SHCs as non-primary users. Within this
limited sample we nonetheless see differing perspectives. P7, a census taker, had little to say about her interaction with SHCs other
than that they were common, but that the Ring doorbell communication features were often technically faulty. P7 implied this was a
shortcoming that prevented the devices from helping her do her
job.
P6, a young woman who works as a delivery driver and is within
presumed sight of her neighbors’ smart cameras, had much more
to say from these perspectives. To her, smart cameras take away
people’s “last shred of privacy” and create a “breach of privacy to
other people because it’s not selective on who it’s filming.” At a more
personal level, P6 says, “I don’t like being on someone’s camera that
I don’t even know. You never know what they’re doing with the
film,” and is concerned people are using cameras for “voyeuristic”
activities. P6 also describes steps she takes to avoid being recorded
on SHCs in her work as a delivery driver:
“If I notice that the house has a Ring camera, I will
purposely drive past the view of the Ring camera
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before I get out and drop the food off. Or, if I notice
that they have a camera in their driveway pointing
a different direction, I will park behind wherever it’s
pointing to stay out of the frame. I do kind of avoid
it a little bit and again, [but] it’s not like I’m doing
anything that I’m afraid to be seen. It’s just, I guess
it’s my fight to still maintain [my anonymity], you
know?” —P6
However, P6 also acknowledged the need and right for people to
protect their privacy, and that the police should be able to access
cameras if they are “doing bad stuff.” Several primary users also
relayed experiences where they found themselves in the position
of non-primary as a guest or visitor. For example, P9 expressed
criticism of how some of his family used SHCs. P9, who only has
outdoor SHCs, disapproved of his sister’s use of indoor cameras.
He described several specific incidents where he visited his sister
and felt uncomfortable with use of the cameras to surveil both his
family and her own family, and suggested his sister did not need
this degree of surveillance in her “gated community.”
P10 talked about how she tends to stay away from the Ring
Neighbors app and other platforms such as Nextdoor or certain
Facebook groups where people regularly post and request smart
camera videos of incidents. She avoids these platforms because
she finds their content racially targeted: “it seemed like everybody
that you caught on video and posted was Black or a person of
color.” She reflected on her identity as a Mexican woman and it
seemed to her that people would just post any suspicious activity,
unsubstantiated activity of a Black person—such as simply walking
across someone’s yard. These experiences are best summed in P10’s
statement: "Either the people that utilize them are racist and they
don’t know it, or racist and they won’t admit it.”

8

DISCUSSION

Based on our findings, we elaborate upon four key insights that
emerge from our analysis and reporting.
1. People use smart home cameras as multi-functional
technologies. The narrow product marketing nomenclature of
“smart home security camera,” which implies a straightforward extension of older home security cameras, belies the diverse range
of SHC uses we uncovered. Our work suggests that researchers
and designers should understand smart home security cameras
as more than image-capturing cameras, and more than conventional home security devices for deterring and protecting against
intruders or thieves. Our empirical findings, in conversation with
prior critical writing [101], lead us to conceptualize these devices
as extended sensory perception technologies. In turn, we found these
sensory-perceptual capabilities supported behavioral deterrence,
communication, documentation, and the control and actuation of
other systems.
Beyond conventional home security and safety applications, we
found participants used SHCs as multi-functional technologies to
support a variety of everyday activities—from managing guests
and packages, to checking on pets and kids, to casually spying on
neighbors out of curiosity. In some cases, participant uses of SHCs
align with various “third-wave HCI” [19] concerns including aesthetic engagement, reminiscence [95], reflection [10, 110], creativity
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[126], and social connection. We thus extend and specify related
work with IoT systems (including the smart camera) on how users
reappropriate such devices for pleasure [118] or entertainment [29]
by identifying these categories of adoption through multiple forms
of monitoring.
2. Smart home cameras are spatially sensitive and perceptually powerful devices. The landscape of interactive, networkedconnected, sensor-enabled, and data-driven devices is vast and expanding. Through identifying many forms of monitoring in smart
home cameras, our study highlights the need to distinguish an important subset of smart devices that hold unique and significant
implications for user privacy, security, trust, and power: spatially
sensitive and perceptually powerful smart devices. In contrast to
personal computing devices and applications such as laptop webbrowsers or smartwatch heart rate monitoring, SHCs are spatially
sensitive devices in that their capacity to digitally detect data physically extends within large areas of the private home, and across
long distances of space. But whereas an isolated heartrate sensor or temperature sensor offers only a narrow range of sensoryperceptual power, smart home cameras enable a much broader and
deeper array of information and insight. Underpinned by cloud and
edge computing—and enhanced by computer vision, far-field voice
recognition, and other machine learning techniques—current SHC
systems are capable of motion detection, noise detection, person
detection, object detection, facial recognition, and “unusual activity”
detection. In the future, new and emergent inference and prediction capabilities will likely become more robust, accessible, and
mainstream—such as more advanced emotion or facial recognition
mechanisms.
3. Smart home cameras invariably involve non-primary
users. A key insight of our study, confirmed and nuanced by our
findings, is that in practice SHCs invariably affect non-primary
users’ experiences and practices, and their privacy and security. We
further find the non-primary users often interact with smart home
cameras, at least from the perspective of primary users. This nonprimary user and usee interaction with SHCs typically involves very
little awareness, consent, access, control, feedback, and benefit—
key qualities that typically define a user experience. We found
that non-primary users/usee interactions with SHCs was extremely
common, and ranged from surveilling kids and family with implied
or tacit consent and awareness (secondary users), delivery drivers
and guests (indirect or incidental users [80, 137]), domestic workers
with borderline consent and awareness (partially-consenting users),
and neighbors and passersby with little or no apparent awareness
or consent (non-consenting usees [11]). More work is needed to
further characterize the various valences here, including bystander
[133], incidental user [80, 137], usee [11], and non-user [12, 108]
perspectives with respect to spatially sensitive and perceptually
powerful smart devices.
Understanding these actors as users, rather than mere subjects
or stakeholders, underscores our finding that in many cases nonprimary users appear to have some significant degree of awareness
of the presence, capabilities, and effects of interaction with the SHC,
as well as some minimal degree of consent, albeit tacit or coerced.
An illustrative example is the case of delivery driver or guest who
typically notices a smart camera in the doorway or entryway, understands at least some of its capabilities, and then drops off a package
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or decides whether to ring the doorbell with awareness that they
are interacting with a smart sensing technology that may well be
alerting and displaying their activity to the resident. Our study
surfaces mundane yet illuminating examples of such interactions,
ranging from neighbors who wait patiently without knocking to
be greeted at the door (P8) to delivery drivers who seek to avoid
the surveillant gaze of smart cameras by parking further down the
street (P6). We further saw concretely how the spatial sensitivity
of smart home cameras (and built-in microphones) enables users to
surveil neighbors and passersby through windows, across streets,
and over property lines. Another benefit of conceptualizing these
subjects as users, rather than merely surveilled subjects, is that it
helps encourage us to attend to them with the usual considerations
we give to users—such as maximizing benefit, reducing harm, and
creating a usable, useful, and enjoyable experience.
4. Smart home cameras support, enable, and invite formal,
casual, and emergent surveillant uses. According to various
strands of technological mediation theory (e.g., [45, 124, 125]), we
shape technologies, and in turn, technologies shape us. Analyzing
our findings through this theoretical lens, we argue that SHCs support and subsequently invite and encourage emergent surveillant
uses. This happens in many ways, including pushing surveillant
notifications in front of users’ attention, and bringing surveillant
access to their fingertips at the press of a smartphone button. Our
findings demonstrate a multitude of ways that primary users engage in SHC-mediated surveillance of non-primary users and other
subjects for a variety of purposes—including behavioral deterrence,
managing workers, caring for loved ones, cuing specific actions,
and comparatively aimless, open-ended aesthetic and atelic engagements. This paper further has drawn connections between these
findings and concepts from surveillance studies, including Stark
and Levy’s surveillant consumer [117], Zuboff’s surveillance capitalism [138] and foundational concepts from surveillance studies,
such as regulatory or disciplinary surveillance [39, 46, 50].

9

DESIGN INSIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ADDRESSING PRIVACY, SECURITY,
AND POWER

We conclude by outlining design insights and opportunities for
improving smart home cameras, particularly addressing privacy,
security, and trust regarding both primary and non-primary users,
and frontend and backend users. From the perspective of primary
SHC users, we found that while these devices were often highly
valued, they nonetheless possess some significant technical and
practical limitations. From the perspective of non-primary users and
usees, we have identified an overall power imbalance with SHCs,
along with specific security threats and privacy harms. Together
these two findings leave us, as technology designers and researchers,
in a difficult position—a position we hope our work clarifies, and
impresses, upon the reader.
Turning toward solutions and responses to improve this situation, we find ourselves in a generalized design dilemma: how to
support the needs and desires of primary users (and paying customer) in ways that are not invasive and harmful to non-primary
users. While we argue that it is critical that designers better understand and address the effects of primary users’ surveillance uses of
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non-primary users and usees, at the same time our research also
identifies clear opportunities to improve and expand the capabilities and user experience of SHCs for (surveillant) primary users.
Considering both sides of the primary/non-primary differential, we
argue, is necessary to develop more effective and equitable systems,
which in some cases may best be handled contextually [94] and
locally [84]. We examine each side of the primary/non-primary user
divide in turn, and then merge our two sets of insights to outline
paths toward more effective and equitable designs.

9.1

Improving, Expanding, and Limiting Smart
Cameras to Increase Privacy, Security, and
Equity

While surveillance often appropriately carries a pejorative connotation, our findings also foreground surveillance applications that
provided real benefits to our participants. These ranged from convenience in managing mundane practical affairs (e.g., kenneling
the dog before answering the door), to connecting and sharing
with others (e.g., checking on pets, capturing memories), caring
for other family members, to deterring and documenting incidents
of abuse and negligence from caretakers. Beyond the clear-cut areas for improvement noted in Section 5.3, participants at times
demonstrated creative appropriations and workarounds that suggest opportunities for further enhancing and expanding the design
of SHCs.
Mobile, ad-hoc cameras, and remotely repositionable
cameras. While the design and marketing materials of SHCs suggest these devices are intended to be left in a relatively stationary
position, several participants described regularly moving a SHC
around their home to aid in various tasks such as keeping an eye
on kids or pets. Two participants devised household names to refer
cameras dedicated for mobile and ad hoc uses—“the spare camera”
(P8) and “the nanny camera” (to imply P10’s mobile use of the
camera for care-based surveillance over her children) (P10). This
suggests an opportunity to better support mobile smart home camera applications, perhaps through more adjustable fixtures, battery
powered devices with inductive base chargers, or improved remote
lens repositioning features offered by some SHC products.
Circumventing the cloud and backend uses. One participant, P11, described taking his smart home camera completely
“off the cloud” because he did not trust presumed backend users
(the manufacturer and “the Chinese government”). This and other
uses suggest a need and opportunity to better enable SHC users to
select or switch between cloud and local storage, while also clarify
performance limitations of doing so.
Ambient and peripheral displays. We reported one noteworthy instance where a participant created a peripheral display to
monitor her kids playing outside (P8). This and other uses suggest
a need and opportunity to better support focal and peripheral monitoring, such as combing a more mobile SHC device with a similarly
more mobile and adjustable dedicated display screen.
Targeted visibility/invisibility. Participants described challenges with achieving the desired outcome of conspicuously showcasing SHCs to potential intruders, while concealing or minimizing the visibility of the devices so as not to annoy or offend their
neighbors. This presents a few opportunities for enhanced filtering
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capabilities, though we note that such filtering may also enable
more invasive and discriminatory targeting behaviors. For one,
improved analytics capabilities may allow primary users to automatically filter different subjects—whether someone is distant,
nearby, trespassing, or lingering—which would then allow users to
adjust visibility parameters (i.e. the various intensities of indicator
lights and alarms). These filters could also control physical mechanisms, such as the type of mechanical “privacy shutter” devised
by Cheng et al [31]. Future work may also consider how filters
can support non-primary users’ privacy preferences. However, it is
possible that some of the analytics required to identify the presence
of non-primary users may be interpreted as privacy-invasive or
overly surveillant. Secondary sensors, rather than image and video
analytics, could also be used to implement these filters. To protect
the privacy of neighbors and passersby, a SHC might remain visibly closed most of the time. However, if motion is detected on
one’s property at night, the camera “awakens” and the physical
shutter detracts and lens opening illuminates. Such a technique
is also sometimes employed in science fiction films to dramatically personify surveillance systems. More simply, a SHC system
could enable a user to manually switch between different levels of
visibility/invisibility.

9.2

Personal Controls for Personal Privacy

Primary users generally expressed high degrees of trust and control
of their SHCs. None directly expressed desires for new or improved
privacy or security controls, and few took significant steps to protect their privacy with SHCs outside of determining its location and
position, and who should have access to the app interface. Many
participants describe leaving cameras on most of the time, even
in private settings like the living room or child’s bedroom. One
exception was P11 who undertook several steps to visually communicate to a guest that his SHCs were deactivated, by unplugging and
positioning his SHC face down on the ground. This suggests a need
and opportunity for more easily and visibly “closed” devices, to
help assure guests and visitors that the devices are indeed disabled
(c.f., [102]).
Overall, our research would seem to confirm Zheng et al.’s finding [137] that users generally trust smart devices (and backend
users/uses), yet at the same time, these users often possess limited knowledge about the types and extent of insight that machine
learning can infer about their lives. They propose that users might
express greater concern about their privacy with greater awareness.
However, assuming this motivates users to protect their privacy, it
seems unlikely that some SHC companies would be incentivized
to reveal their backend uses of SHC data. Thus, this suggests that
tools to motivate or educate primary users about backend uses must
continue to come from relatively independent designers, artists, activist groups, or governments—ranging from awareness campaigns,
to op-eds, to art and design exhibitions [119].

9.3

Controls for Non-Primary User Privacy and
Security

Primary User Side Controls. Perhaps the most obvious design
approach for improving privacy for non-primary users/usees is to
empower and nudge them to configure and operate their devices
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in ways that better protect non-primary users. Several participants
took steps specifically to safeguard the privacy and security of nonprimary users. For example, P9 used the “activity zone” feature to
constrain the application of motion and person alerts to his own
yard, and to exclude his neighbor’s home. P3 described how using
her camera without a subscription (so it only saves short snippets
of videos) protects her neighbors’ privacy, though she still listens
in on small portions of their conversations.
On one hand, these examples suggest that new or foregrounded
interface features could support and encourage primary users to
help protect non-primary users’ privacy and security by limiting
overall sensing capabilities (e.g., not saving recordings) or discriminately sensing (e.g., specifying areas to exclude from recordings or
notifications). On the other hand, these examples illustrate an inherent and serious limitation of primary user side controls: they remain
invisible and unverifiable to any non-primary without access to the
interface. Thus, while simple steps such as configuring exclusion
zones and allowing recordings to be automatically deleted may in
fact achieve suitable privacy for non-primary users, a neighbor or
passersby has no way of knowing or verifying these settings just by
looking at the smart camera. Even the indicator light and opening
of the camera lens may be misleading, as many cameras possess
wide-angle visual fields, and some allow users to dim the indicator
light while it is actively sensing.
Non-Primary User Side Protections and Interventions. Another route is to empower non-primary users with tools to protect
their own privacy. This approach is illustrated by techniques such
as Truong et al.’s infrared LED camera sensor blocking device [122]
and Chen et al.’s wearable ultrasonic microphone jamming technique [30]. It is also explored in Harvey’s counter-facial-recognition
makeup [65], Shepard’s CCD-Me-Not Umbrella [112], and Pierce’s
CCD-Me-Not Curtains [101]—an open riff on Shepard’s speculative design concept. More generally, we might design technologies
that help the homeowner circumvent, say, a surveillant neighbor
as much as an activist might circumvent surveillant states [107].
However, such tools have significant technical, practical, and legal
limitations. For example, surveilled individuals rarely have practical
and legal ways of accessing and controlling someone else’s digital
surveillance system. Hence, each of the counter-surveillance tools
above is a standalone hardware or non-computational tool.
Shared or Negotiated Controls. A third design direction is
to develop better shared and negotiated controls. Many devices
already support access for trusted secondary users like spouses,
children, or housemates. There are also examples of specialized
portals for mediating the sharing of sensitive personal data, notably Ring’s video request portal for formally requesting footage
of serious incidents such as car accidents or abductions. However,
neither of these features do much to address the effects of perceptually powerful and surveillant SHCs on neighbors, domestic
workers, houseguests, and passersby. Despite significant legal, technical, and usability hurdles, one might imagine a notice-and-contest
portal—like Ring’s video request portal, but instead functioning as a
mechanism for formally requesting that someone limit or disable a
device pointed at their property or window. We might also imagine
legal provisions that require SHC service providers to add ways
for people to “opt out” of video feeds through dynamic masking
to block their faces and bodies, or to notify individuals of devices
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breaching their properties or bodies. These implications extend
potential cooperative mechanisms for managing bystander privacy
in other technologies, such as information and footage deletion
request features for drone bystanders [134].

9.4

Latent and Embedded Controls and
Safeguards

Common approaches to usable privacy and security typically rely
upon notice and consent [114, 115], and individual user interface
controls (e.g., [2]). A different approach we propose is to design
latent and embedded controls and safeguards. Our study uncovered
many instances where technical or practical limitations of the SHCs
appeared to inadvertently create privacy protections. For example,
many users described not paying for cloud subscription upgrades,
which limited their ability to collect surveillant histories. Even
when participants did upgrade, the systems do not typically store
user accessible video or other data for longer than 30 days. This
suggests a latent privacy safeguard that inhibits users from acquiring detailed, searchable databases. While it is technically possible
to download all SHC camera data, in practice this is prohibitively
cumbersome and is not readily supported by the app or platform.
These findings parallel design directions from prior work analyzing the implications of ubiquitous digital trails for victims of state
surveillance, in which researchers argue for enhancing plausible
deniability in technologies—indicating a need to design systems for
ephemerality, rather than permanence [107].
In addition to the disincentive of paying for cloud subscription
as one latent privacy safeguard, our participants also discussed the
mediating effects of the size and visibility of the camera’s housing
and form-factor, often desiring that it was visible enough to deter
intruders but not so visible as to draw the ire or alarm of neighbors.
This need to maintain balance (between being just visible enough,
but not too visible), may inadvertently help protect the privacy of
neighbors by alerting them to the presence of the devices. Further,
while SHCs are lighter, cheaper, and easier to setup than older
video surveillance cameras, participants still described cost and
practical barriers to achieving more complete coverage of their
property. These examples and other limitations suggest design
opportunities to deliberately embed controls and safeguards that
inhibit and discourage primary users from overly invasive (though
often inadvertent) surveillance of non-primary users—though may
fall short of outright preventing them from doing so.

9.5

Informing the Design of Laws, Regulations,
and Policy

Finally, we would be remiss to neglect the relevance of policy and
law to these issues—perspectives that are increasingly discussed
within HCI (e.g., [116, 131]). Such policy interventions are necessary
to address the complex array of privacy, security, trust, and power
issues at play. Our above discussion underscores the responsibility
of HCI and design researchers to identify potential limits to our
own expertise and interventions. This may also entail imagining
ways to encourage users to limit or relinquish use of surveillant
devices [12], and adopting an “undesign” [100, 129] perspective that
pushes back against the assumption that SHCs are a necessary or
inevitable facet of daily life. We conducted our study in the United
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States, where regulations on recording vary by state; international
laws vary even further. With such considerations and limitations
in mind, we provide three specific regulatory implications from our
work:
Policy must consider privacy and data collection in contextual ways. Our findings depict a diversity of uses of smart
home cameras. This evolving multi-functionality suggests that general regulations for devices (policies affecting all smart cameras)
might be overly broad and can neglect to consider the contextual
norms that correspond to different types of social interactions and
practices (e.g., physical security surveillance is different from carebased surveillance, and so forth). As such, Nissenbaum’s contextual
integrity approach is pertinent to consider how, and which data
flows are appropriate for these varied use cases [94].
More regulations are necessary to stop deceptive design
practices in smart cameras. In findings about frontend and backend users, participants derived inferences about backend processes
with their SHC data based on company subscription plans, creating
a “What you see on your interface is all there is” model, when in
actuality the correct mental model is “What you see is just your interface” (the company can see so much more). This asymmetry has
the potential to mislead users, conveying incorrect mental models
about backend elements (such as what data is being collected or
stored). At times, this practice may constitute what legal scholar
Woodrow Hartzog refers to as “deceptive design” [64]. However,
the mismatch between what a user sees on their interface and what
a company is doing behind the scenes is not necessarily deceptive
or a “dark design pattern” [61], and it is common for designers to deliberately shield users from unnecessary or confusing information.
However, in instances where such practices are deemed deceptive,
one might turn to US consumer protection laws, in which the Federal Trade Commission may formally label these design choices
as “deceptive” to create regulatory enforcement against companies
employing these practices.
Law and policy need to recognize new mechanisms for
legally collecting or using data beyond current individually
focused privacy notice and consent models. Through illuminating the various interhousehold dynamics associated with monitoring and surveillance uses of smart home cameras, we assert that
privacy legislation needs to consider group and non-primary user
issues differently. As SHCs enable non-primary users’ data to be
collected and shared by others, we must reconsider the prevailing
individual consent models for privacy. This is aligned with Levy and
Baroca’s concept of privacy dependencies, which illustrates how
other’s actions may violate one’s privacy (and vice versa) [9]. They
impart, “privacy dependencies should thus not only call into question notice and choice as a model for privacy regulation; they should
force us to abandon the naïve hope that solidarity can help rescue
informed consent by clarifying the degree to which our privacy
choices implicate others” (p. 615). Therefore, as our work details the
myriad interdependencies, relational uses, and power asymmetries
of SHCs, we understate the need to establish privacy paradigms
beyond individual approaches for notice and consent—indicating
the consequential and dynamic implications for monitoring and
surveillance as perpetuated by smart home cameras.
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CONCLUSION

Our work provides an empirical investigation into the various
surveillance use cases of the consumer smart home camera (SHC),
an increasingly popular new category of smart home products.
Through interviews with 14 SHC users, we unravel privacy tensions and power imbalances related to the household dynamics
of living with these perceptually powerful and spatially sensitive
devices. We observed how users employed the range of sensing
capabilities in smart cameras to extend their perception, and to engage in various forms of monitoring and surveillance that includes
but goes beyond conventional security uses cases such as deterring
or catching intruders.
Our findings impart several concepts for classifying these uses of
SHCs, as we categorize the different types of everyday monitoring
and surveillance activities participants engaged in. We also discuss
asymmetrical and power-laden implications of these uses and the
tensions created between primary and non-primary users. From
these insights, we conclude with design considerations for balancing primary and non-primary users’ privacy, and implications for
law and policy regulations with smart camera technology. Overall, we hope that our investigation paves new directions for HCI,
privacy, and IoT, as we stress the need to continue to examine and
critique new forms of surveillance afforded by emerging ubiquitous
technologies such as the smart home camera.
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